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With the development of aerospace and space scientific research, satellite laser
ranging (SLR) has put forward higher requirements for response speed, data density,
and measurement accuracy. In coaxial common optical path laser ranging, the
emitted laser and the received laser echoes pass through the same optical
system. Due to the reversibility of the optical path, the laser emission, monitoring,
and laser echoes’ optical path all pass through the same optical system structure, and
the response speed and ranging ability of the laser ranging system have been greatly
improved. Based on the SLR system of the Shanghai Astronomical Observatory
(SHAO), the laser transmitting telescopewith an aperture of 21 cmwas used to build a
polarized coaxial SLR system. It uses a picosecond pulsed laser with a pulse repetition
frequency of 2 kHz and a single-pulse energy of 2 mJ. Also, a 4f system was applied
to shrink the laser echo beam and filter out noise, the measurements of low-Earth
orbit and long-distance high-orbit satellites were realized, and the ranging accuracy
was ~2 cm. As far as we know, this is currently the smallest aperture telescope for SLR
globally, which is conducive to the miniaturization and integrated development of
SLR systems.
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1 Introduction

Laser ranging accuracy can reach sub-centimeters by satellite laser ranging (SLR), and it is
widely used in determining the satellite attitude, high-precision time comparison, precision
orbit setting, relativity verification, and other fields [1–5]. The emission optical path of the laser
in the coaxial telescope laser ranging system would be the same as the monitoring optical path
for the satellites, and also, the optical system of the return laser echoes through the same as the
structure. The field of view for laser beam emission is the field of view monitored by the coaxial
telescope. When the satellites fall in the field of view covered by the laser beam emission, the
aiming of the satellites can be quickly achieved. At the same time, since the laser beam is
emitting, the monitoring optical path and laser echoes’ optical path all pass through the same
optical structure, the changes in the surrounding ambient temperature have the same impact on
the monitoring, emission, and laser echoes’ optical path, and it can enhance the long-term
stability of the laser ranging system, which is conducive to solving the problem of automated
target aiming of the laser ranging system. Compared with the separate sending and receiving
SLR, it can reduce the influence of aiming off-target caused by the influence of environmental
factors on the transmitting optical path and the receiving optical path caused by the circling of
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the transmitting laser. At the end of the 20th century, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) used a coaxial
telescope to develop a highly automated SLR system named
SLR2000 [6]. A high-precision sub-millimeter-level ranging Space
Geodesy Satellite Laser Ranging (SGSLR) system also uses a coaxial
telescope in recent years [7].

The coaxial telescope laser ranging in lunar laser ranging (LLR)
can make full use of the advantages of large-aperture telescopes to
compress the divergence of the laser beam angle [8]. At present,
there are only a few LLR observatories in the world, such as Apollo
(an aperture of 3.5 m telescope) in America, MLRS (McDonald
Laser Ranging Station, an aperture of 2.7 m telescope), Grasse (an
aperture of 1.5 m telescope) in France, and MLRO (Matra Laser
Observation Observatory, an aperture of 1.5 m telescope) in Italy
[8, 9]. In China, the Yunnan Observatory of the Chinese Academy
of Sciences has developed the LLR system based on an aperture of
1.2 m coaxial telescope, which used a mechanical rotating mirror
with a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 10 Hz [10]. Immediately
afterward, the LLR of the ‘Tian Qin Project’ of Sun Yat-sen
University was up to 100 Hz [11]. At present, the rotating
mirror method is generally used in the process of coaxial
ranging. However, it is affected by the speed of turning the
mirror, and the PRF is low and hard to increase; this makes the
amount of measurement data small, and also a large-energy laser
pulse output is required, which puts forward much higher
requirements for the laser.

In this paper, a polarization coaxial telescope laser ranging
method was applied to build a small SLR with an aperture of
21 cm telescope based on the SLR system of the Shanghai
Astronomical Observatory (SHAO). With the polarization coaxial
telescope, the PRF of SLR can be raised higher than that of a rotating
mirror.

2 Analysis of polarized coaxial laser
ranging

As the equation laser ranging [12], the average number of laser
echo points D per unit time is:

D � fe− n1+n2( ) 1 − e
− 16
π2
•
ληq
hc •

EtArAs
R4θ2

t
θ2s
•T2•Kt•Kr•α( ), (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the laser, h is the Planck constant, c is
the light velocity, ηq is the quantum efficiency of a single-photon
detector (SPAD), Et is the single-pulse laser energy, Ar is the effective
receiving area of the telescope, AS is the reflection area of the reflector,
T is atmosphere one-way transparency, Kt is the efficiency of
transmitting optics, Kr is the efficiency of receiving optics, α is the
attenuation factor, θt is the divergence of the laser beam, and θs is the
reflector divergence angle. R is the distance from the ground station to
satellite, n1 is generated by background noise, and n2 is generated by
the dark noise of the SPAD itself. From the aforementioned formula,
in order to increase the average number of laser echo points D, the PRF

FIGURE 1
Schematic representation of a polarized coaxial generator for SLR.

TABLE 1Measurement results of the polarized coaxial for SLR at the PRF of 2 kHz.

Number Date Satellite Point RMS/cm

1 2022/2/25 Glass132 547 1.89

2 2022/2/23 Ajisai 18,420 2.26

3 2022/2/24 Ajisai 412 2.33

4 2022/2/24 Cryosat2 190 1.9

FIGURE 2
Structure (A) and optical path diagram (B) of the polarized coaxial SLR system.
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of the laser should be increased; therefore, when D is constant,
increasing the PRF can reduce the single-pulse energy of the pulse
laser or the effective receiving area of the system, that is, a receiving
telescope with a small-aperture telescope and a low-pulse energy laser
with a high PRF can be used. It is much easier to be achieved than that
of a large-aperture telescope with large pulse laser energy in a low PRF.

Polarized coaxial laser ranging only requires the polarization
state of the output laser, and there is no requirement for the PRF. It
is possible to achieve laser ranging with a high PRF. The
polarization coaxial method is shown in Figure 1, and the TFP
is the thin film plate polarizer, the QWP is the quarter wave plate,
and the TS is the telescope, which make a polarized coaxial

FIGURE 3
Real-time measurement (A) and data processing of the Glonass 132.
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generator (PCG). The linearly polarized laser passes through the
TFP, and its polarization rotates 90° through the QWP to become a
circularly polarized laser, and is emitted from the TS. The returned
laser echo passes through the TS, QWP, at this time the circularly
polarized laser changes to the vertically polarized laser, it would be
reflected by the TPF, and the laser echoes would be obtained by the
SPAD, therefore, laser emission and laser echoes received would be
by the same telescope, and also this has nothing to do with the PRF
of the laser, the high frequency coaxial laser ranging systems can be
applied, which can reduce the single-pulse energy of the laser, and
the small receiving area to improve the measurement accuracy and
enhance the stability of the system.

3 High PRF of the polarized coaxial
satellite laser ranging system

The system is designed based on the SLR of the SHAO [13–15], as
shown in Figure 2. Compared with the traditional high PRF of the
SLR system of the SHAO [15], its laser transmitting telescope with an
aperture of 21 cm was applied, the laser emission, laser reception,
and satellite monitoring were all used by the aperture of 21 cm
telescope system. The average power of 4 W at the wavelength of
532 nm ps laser with a divergence angle of 0.6 mrad was used, and its
pulse width is about 30 ps, the PRF was 2 kHz, and beam quality was
M2 = 1.2.

The structure of polarized coaxial SLR was as shown in
Figure 2A. The satellite orbit prediction parameters are
downloaded to the controlling software of the computer, and the
computer processes convert the satellite orbit prediction parameters,
then it sends out controlling command to the servo system, which
controlled the telescope mount to track the satellite with accurate
feedback track from the grating encoder. The satellite would be
monitored by the aperture of 21 cm polarized coaxial telescope’s
monitoring charge coupled device (CCD). At this time, the laser is
ignited by a ranging gate generator (RGG) through the coupé optics
and the aperture of 21 cm telescope to the satellite, and also the laser
pulse is processed by a discriminator, and it is sent to the event timer
(ET). The ET (USB, A033 origin Latvia) would be started, and it sent
the start time of laser pulses t1 to the computer, and gated pulses
from RGG would be sent to SPAD (by East China Normal
University, China). The laser echoes passed through the receiving
system to the SPAD, and the return time t2 is obtained by the ET. In
all, the RGG, computer, and ET were provided high-precision time
from the GNSS′ clock. Delaying of △t0 from the polarized coaxial
SLR system is considered, with the speed of light C, and the range of
satellite R was as shown:

R � t2 − t1 − Δt0( )•C
2

. (2)

The optical path diagram of polarized coaxial SLR is shown in
Figure 2B, M1, M2, M3, M5, and M6 are 45° reflective mirrors with
high reflectivity mirrors at the wavelength of 532 nm green laser, DM
is a 45° dichroic mirror, which is highly reflectivity at the wavelength
of 532 nm and highly transmission efficiency at the other

wavelengths (more than 550 nm). M4 is a 45° reflective mirror
that is highly reflective in the entire visible band. The lenses
AR1 and AR2 comprise a 4f system, which can reduce the laser
beam to one-third. D is a small aperture, and it is located in the focal
position of AR, FP is a narrow band of 4 nm filter, the SPAD is a
single-photon detector, Z is the laser pulse photoelectric probe,
and TS is the aperture of 21 cm telescope. The laser beam from
the laser was transmitted by the M1, M2, TPF, QWP, M3, DM, M4,
and TS to the satellite, and the return laser echoes were transmitted
by the M4, DM, QWP, TPF, M5, AR1, D, AR2, M6, and FP to
the SPAD.

The beam size of the laser echoes from the TS is larger than the
receiving aperture of the SPAD. The laser echo beam needs to be
compressed to reach the allowable receiving caliber of the SPAD,
therefore, the lenses AR1 and AR2 are used to form a 4f system,
which can reduce the laser echo beam to one-third. The laser will
have part of the laser diffused and diffuse reflected on the mirrors. A
small hole aperture D is inserted at the focus position of the 4f
system, which can filter out most of the diffuse light into the SPAD.
At the same time, the entire echo receiving part is placed in a dark
box to avoid diffuse light entering the SPAD from other spaces, and
also the diffuse laser from diffuse and diffuse reflection can easily
enter the field of view, which would saturate interference of CDD. In
this, the satellite was monitored by the CCD when the laser was
output.

4 Measurement results and discussion

With the aforementioned configuration of the SLR system, an
aperture of 21 cm telescope with polarized coaxial for SLR was built,
the data measurement results are shown in Table 1.

As shown in Figure 3, it is the real-time measurement
(Figure 3A) and measurement data processing (Figure 3B) of
the laser echo detection of the far-Earth Satellite of Glonass 32,
it is about 20,000 km far away, the ranging precision of root mean
square is 1.89 cm. As in Figure 3B, owing to the narrow band of the
4 nm filter, the aperture of the 21 cm telescope with polarized
coaxial for SLR has more noise points than that of conventional
SLR at the SHAO with a narrow band of 0.15 nm filter. Also, if a
narrow band of 0.15 nm filter is used in polarized coaxial for SLR,
the noise points would be reduced, and the number of laser echo
points would be increased.

5 Conclusion

From the laser ranging equation, the requirements of pulse
energy and receiving telescope size in the SLR system can be
reduced by increasing the PRF of laser ranging. Through the
transformation of the original ranging system of the SHAO, a
PRF of 2 kHz polarized coaxial laser ranging system with an
aperture of 21 cm telescope has been established. A satellite that
is 20,000 km away satellite was measured with an RMS of 1.89 cm: as
far as we know, this is currently the smallest aperture telescope for
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SLR globally for a satellite at this distance. It is demonstrated that the
system could achieve small-size receiving telescopes for SLR, and it
would provide high-precision laser ranging with high repetition
frequency for the LLR, which can provide the basis for the
miniaturization, integration, and automation development of the
SLR ranging system in the future.
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